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On The Cover
Photographed on location in Ventura, CA at 

the Ventura County Fair by Viktor Budnik

From the Artist
I am originally from Pontiac, Michigan where going to the
county fair was always a summer adventure. From the time 
I was six years old I would go with my parents. The rides 
were amazing and the food – such a treat.

The food — though not the healthiest, was the most 
delicious — those Funnel Cakes got me every time.
It is the tastes, textures, people, sounds and oh that familiar
smell of sugar, popcorn, grilled and fried everything
floating from the entrance to the back of the fair grounds.
That scent wraps around you.

The Ventura County Fair is a real treat. Their slogan,
“County Fair with Ocean Air” is right on. As summer is
moving quickly to back-to-school, this is the perfect
activity to slow these hot, sultry days.

In this issue you’ll find some of the most delicious and fun
parts of the Ventura County Fair. Maybe I’ll see you there –
I’ll be at the Funnel Cake stand.

Let’s get together soon.

Cheers,

Viktor Budnik
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Have Studio, Will Travel

In our Los Angeles California studio we have 

a full kitchen, client lounge, work areas and 

easy parking. We always cater and prepare 

meals for everyone on our shoots.

On location we are masters. We work with 

the best crew anywhere in the country for 

tabletop food in motion and stills.

Summer Fare
This issue is dedicated to all that is deep 
fried, spun, frozen, grilled and sugar 
coated. It reminds us that fun is ageless.
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Spinning
Take a deep breath and whirl away on 
the beautiful antique Carousel Swing.

There is so much to see and lots to do, but for me – 
it’s all about the food.

Fair food is legend and not to be missed. Share it 
with friends. Funnel Cakes, Icees, Caramel Corn, 
Mini Doughnuts, Cheese Smootered Nanchos, Giant 
Pretzels, Hotdogs-on-a-Stick and in a bun! Cotton 
Candy, Grilled Corn-on-the-Cob, Texas Spicy French 
Fries, an Ice Cream Cone for 4 and BBQ’d Turkey 
Legs.

Don’t forget everything that’s deep fried, including 
Oreos, butter, and PBJ sandwiches.

Remember, there are no calories in the images so 
look all you want.

ventura 
county fair
The Best of Summer. Food + Rides + Music.
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Tastes of Summer
Double Fried French Fries 
and Chili Fries
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THIS PAGE: Nachos OPPOSITE , TOP TO BOTTOM: 
Funnel Cake Whipped Cream.
Foot Long Hot Dog with Deep Fried Onion Rings.

Fried, Sweet & Spicy
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THIS PAGE: Pinch of Cotton Candy OPPOSITE TOP TO 
BOTTOM: Enjoying Funnel Cake. Friends with fair food. 
Chili Fries, Fries and Deep Fried Donut Rounds.



Towering wonderfulness!

...and a glass of milk!

There is no life without cilantro.

I love this picture!!!!!

Sexy radishes!!

Very cool!

MORE!

I think it’s amazing that anyone 
can make this half look as mouth 
watering as the tops.

Cool onions.
Very pretty!

Brings tears to the eye.

Sooooo Goooood

Looks like the transit of venus...

I really love this photo...the colors, textures, 
and composition are wonderful!

Why are you doing this to me?

I swear, you can make 
anything look good. 

BRAVO!

Everything about this picture is gorgeous. 

And, you’re sharing the recipe?!

Yes, please!

Can you bring me one of those?

Good enough to eat.

LOVE!

So pretty!

Damn, now I am hungry.

Tease.

We missed dinner?

I’m coming over!

I’m coming over for lunch.

I’d like a dozen, please.

Yum. What’s the dish?

Oh My...

Looks deliscious!
Nummy!

Building a color palette with 
this for a feature I’m working 
on.  Thanks, Viktor!

Num, num, num.

Lady Gaa Gaa’s 
latest headdress?

Not fair.

Gimme!

Still hungry and cannot 
eat the FB page!

Please Stop!

I’m salivating.Cheesy!

Love this!

NICE!!

Fall in love with the Daily Dish.
Follow Viktor on fb/viktor.budnik and join 

the throngs of drooling fans. daily
dish




